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What does God require but to do justice, and to love kindness and to walk humbly... Micah 6:8

Every plant that
stands in the light of
the sun is a saint and
an outlaw.
Every tree that
brings forth blossoms
without the command
of man is powerful in
the sight of God.
Every blade of grass
is an angel singing in
a show or glory.
Brian Kavanagh
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Connor Cares
Angela Thomas
When Conner was 8 years old, he read
in the newspaper about National Youth
Service Day. It inspired him to do something. He decided to contact a shelter in
Hartford and asked what they needed.
From there he took out some paper bags
and attached their wish list. He left them
on the doorsteps of houses in his neighborhood. A week later he came back to pick
up the items and dropped them off at the
shelter. Kids Care was off and running.
Eight year later Kids Care has expanded
all over Connecticut and as far west as
Colorado. This past May, the West

Hartford branch of Kids Care collected 10
full truckloads of needed resources. Those
items stocked 8 shelters in the city of Hartford.
Conner’s family has supported him on
the journey and everyone has chipped in.
Conner’s 10 year old sister, Megan, makes
the phone calls to the shelters to see what
they need. The youngest member of the
family, age 6, spoke to his kindergarten
class about Kid’s Care and how to get
involved. Kalley is age 12, and she has
started her own endeavor. She creates
birthday parties for kids living in a shelter.
Of courses the Mom and Dad are doing a
lot of driving around and organizing these
functions. It’s truly a family affair.
Kids care manifested through an 8-yearold boy with a desire to serve others. It
started off small, but each year they were

able to add another shelter to collect items
for. Each family member adds to Kids Care
success in supporting the lives of others.
With God’s grace and support it will
continue to grow and flourish.Ω

St. Martin’s Calendar

Greg Rauker
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! Please join us on Tuesday
Tuesday, September 4, October 2 and
Novem
ber 6 at 7:30 PM for the celebration of Mass at St.
November
Brigid House, 18 Clark St., Hartford. Refreshments and conversa
tion follow Mass.
! Our vigil for an end to war continues on Friday’s from 11:3012:30 outside the Federal Building on Main St. in Hartford. Please
bring a sign and join our call for an end to the American military
occupation of Iraq.

Breaking Bread with Broken Bodies:
How God is Revealed in Community
equally diverse revolving cast of caring
souls. On this Saturday there were students
from Northwest Catholic High School who
had finished their required service hours
but returned nonetheless to be nourished
by the energy created when the community
gathers. Among the core of the Saturday
community are: Steve, a white guy from

a fresh vegetable and an entree of steak,
chicken or pork chop, for the kids a few
The following is a tragic story of
years ago. Joining MariLu and Edna with
betrayal and blindness— and maybe hope.
the cooking is Eula, who is originally from
It is a story of abuse and neglect spiraling
Jamaica, Carol the desert lady and several
down through the kids of our neighborothers. Mike P., a white guy who works in
hood. It is a story of an inept bureaucracy
the insurance industry, also joins us on
incapable, or unwilling, to address forces
most Saturdays. The beautiful
beyond the shame
photos of the children found at
induced impulses of
the Green House are Mike’s
abused children. It is a
work. Rounding out this crew
story of the blind failure of
are two Jims, a Bill, and the
a triumphant church. And,
HuskySport folks. The
remarkably, this story is
HuskySport student athletes
also about the power of
have opened a view to a new
the community formed by
world for our kids: a world
the kids of the Green
beyond the neighborhood, a
House; a force hopefully
life beyond twenty and an
more powerful than the
education beyond high
forces of poverty, isolaschool— beyond middle
tion, illiteracy, racism,
school!
abuse, despair and hate.
By 9 AM it was clear this
There is no definite
Saturday was going to be
beginning to this story but
different. The first clue was the
Brian Kavanagh
I’ll start with the events of
snare drumming, grade-school
this past Saturday
aged white boys on the steps
morning. Saturday
of St. Michael’s Catholic Church across the
mornings at the Catholic Worker, known in
Glastonbury who works for the DEP and
street from the Green House. They were
the neighborhood as the “Green House”,
pretty much runs the show here on
soon joined by the new pastor, a dozen
have developed into a vibrant experience of
Saturdays; Octo, a Mexican-American man men from the Knights of Peter Claver and
community. On any given Saturday morning
in his mid twenties, he’s an engineer during Knights of Columbus attired in full knight
25-40 children gather here to play basketthe week but on Saturdays he’s either a
regalia, a flag bearer with the Stars and
ball, do an art project, ride and fix bikes,
point guard or basketball referee from 10
Stripes of Caesar rather than the keys of
frolic on the playground, play Scrabble and
until 2 or 3; Edna, a black lady from the
Peter, a few dozen parishioners, and the
Connect Four, and enjoy a healthy breakneighborhood, is a retired travel agent and Blessed Eucharist protected from the
fast and lunch. The children are white and
free-lance egg-roll maker who cooks a
elements by a canopy.
black, Carribean, Puerto Rican, and bifabulous lunch most Saturdays. Edna was
Shortly after his arrival at St. Michael’s
racial. They are as young as 5 and as old
introduced to us by MariyLu when MariLu the new pastor announced that the church
as 18. Some live with grandparents, some
asked her to cook for us over the summer has spent “a lot of time on social ministry
with mom, a couple with mom and dad,
back in 2005. MariLu, a white lady from
in the last thirty years, maybe too much
one or two come with the volunteers,
Manchester,has been good friends with
time.” He asked the congregation: “where
others are in foster care and for a few it is
Edna for decades. MariLu began cooking
is Jesus in that?” before declaring that the
unclear who they live with. Joining this
magnificent sit down lunches of salad, milk, (See Breaking Bread, p4)
community on Saturday mornings is an
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Christopher J. Doucot

Breaking Bread, cont.
parish needed to evangelize the neighborhood. The parish needed to bring Jesus to
the people. Apparently unable to see Him
in the form of the “least among us”, and
maybe unaware that He was hanging out
with the prostitutes, junkies, can men and
drug runners on the corner of Capen and
Garden streets, the pastor had
decided to parade Him around the
neighborhood in the form of bread.
The Knights of Peter Claver or of
Columbus are good men with good
hearts and intentions, but all the
different orders of Knights in the
Catholic Church are the vestigial
remnants of the Crusaders; an
epoch of Church history to be
mourned, not celebrated.
Saturday’s procession of Knights,
drummers and flag bearers to bring
Jesus to the (heathen?) masses was a gross
and anachronistic display of triumphalism
that was misguided and futile. Christ will
not be brought to the people by conquest,
crusade or procession because He already
dwells in and among them! Oh! But we are
blind. The logs of pride and arrogance,
privilege and wealth jammed in our eyes
prevent us from seeing anything more than
the splinters in our neighbor’s eye.
Sharing in community is probably the
best treatment for this spiritual blindness.
When we enter into relationships we build
trust, we reveal vulnerabilities, we share
experiences, we hold each other accountable, and we introduce one another to
family and new friends. This experience in
community provides us with insights into
each other’s struggles and opportunities to
struggle together. It’s all so basic if we are
willing to spend time with each other.
Perhaps this is a tall order in a society
where we are increasingly isolated from
each other by the demands of work, the
lure of material wealth, and the trance like
state resulting from the virtual solitary
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confinement induced by television watching. Every Saturday morning living rooms
across America become cocoons for
juvenile zombies. The Froot Loops and
Count Chocula keep their hearts pumping
but Scooby-Doo and the Legion of
SuperHeroes flat line their brain activity.
Somehow the Green House kids have

avoided the clutches of the youth brigade
of the living dead choosing to join us on
Saturday to be part of a living community.
Our living community is also a
wounded community. Brace yourself for
the following. On Saturday 8 year old John
told us that 6 year old Billy had rubbed his
genitals against John’s 4 year old brother
Henry, before urinating on him. John and
Henry, along with their 7 year old brother
Phillip, live in a dreadful apartment
building dubbed “New Jack City”. They
live with their woeful mother who has had 7
other children, 6 of whom were eventually
removed from her “custody”. John and
Phillip are often responsible for Henry; their
older sister who once cared for them has
been in and out of a psychiatric hospital.
They are tough boys who don’t shy away
from conflict and are unwaveringly loyal to
each other; when one is in trouble the
other senses that his presence is needed
and appears before he is called for.
While John and Phillip returned to our
playground we interviewed Billy. Billy’s
physical features betray the toughness that

he too possesses. His frame is slight, limbs
narrow and muscles lacking tone. His skin
is olive brown. Inch long lashes surround
his deep chestnut eyes which match his
wavy shoulder length hair. Billy lives in
Nelton Court, one of the few public
housing projects in Hartford that hasn’t
met the wrecking ball. Half of it was torn
down when the program to replace the
projects with homes ran out of money; the
remaining half is an apocalyptic
urban landscape. The front of the
buildings are turned inward isolating
the project from the neighborhood
at large. Many windows and a
majority of screens are broken. The
brick walls bear the spray painted
tags of various gangs. Young men
work on cars sitting on cement
blocks while old men from Puerto
Rico sit on milk crates and warmly
greet a stranger “Hey Papi, que
pasa?”. Open dumpsters, rusted
and oozing the putrid runoff of decomposing garbage sit beside the buildings and
under bedroom windows- the rats beat a
path through the weeds between buildings
and dumpsters. Jersey barriers line alleys
barely wide enough for a car to navigate
and six foot tall metal poles that once held
clothes lines pierce the front yards to
create a scene reminiscent of the beaches
of Normandy on D-Day.
Billy lives here with his 8 year old
cousin Pedro, several other children and a
woman he calls his “babysitter”. On several
occasions we have brought Billy home
when it was dark or raining after he
appeared at our door telling us that the
babysitter wouldn’t let him in.
With neither emotion nor eye contact
Billy told us that he lives with his babysitter
because his father killed himself jumping off
the Gold Building and his mother was
raped and murdered in prison. He tells us
she was sent there after she tried to kill him
when he was a “little kid”; he’s 6 now. It
may be that these horrors did not befall his

parents, regardless, Billy believes they did.
We asked Billy what happened between him
and the other boys. He said it was nothing.
When gently pressed he said that he got
into a fight with one of them in the school
bathroom when he accidentally peed on
him. I’m not sure Billy told us the whole
story. I don’t think John did either. I am
pretty sure, though, that something has
happened. I asked Billy if anyone has ever
touched his private parts. After a period of
silence he said “no”. I reassured him that
he would not be in trouble if someone had
touched him; he asked if he could return to
the swing set. We said sure.
We next asked Billy’s cousin Pedro if he
would talk with us. We asked him if he
knew anything about what happened
between Billy and the other boys. He said
he knew a little. I then asked him if anyone
from his home, school or the neighborhood
touched his private parts. Without hesitation Pedro told us that “big Hector” does.
Big Hector is 14 and big only from the
perspective of a kid in grade school. He is
a lanky boy; the wisp of hair on his upper
lip reveals a body years more mature than
the boy inside. He, too, comes to the
Green House; though he did not come by
this day. Pedro told us that Hector takes
Billy and him into an abandoned building
down the hill; once inside he “rubs his nuts
against our nuts”. After we urged him to
take Billy by the hand and run away
screaming if Hector, or anyone else, tries to
take them into an abandoned building
again, Pedro asks if he too can return to
the swings.
At a loss for what to do next I called a
contact at DCF who urged me to call the
state’s abuse hotline. After recounting all
this to the woman on the other end of the
line I was asked if I was going to call the
police. I said I would not. I explained that
it seemed to me that it is likely that all the
children involved, including Hector, are
likely victims of assault. I expressed doubt
that the children would open up to the
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police and fear that the police would arrest
one or more of the children. The woman
reassured me that I did not need to call
the police and that DCF would send out a
“forensic investigator” to figure out what
happened. In a couple of hours the
forensic investigator was knocking on our
door. It was a cop. He told Jackie that he
had earlier investigated the claims against
Billy and that it had “been taken care of”.
Jackie told the officer that we had asked
DCF for a non-police response so that all
the victims can be cared for rather than
criminalized.
As far as we can tell so far, the children
involved are not receiving counseling and
for all we know there is an adult in the
neighborhood preying upon Hector. These
kids need so much more than a cop asking
what happened! They need counseling,
stable homes with competent caregivers,
they need healthy meals, in a few years they
will need jobs- their caregivers need jobs
now, they need parks with trees, they need
quiet nights and clean streets, they need
smaller classrooms, they need to be seen,
heard, held and reassured and they need a
caring, compassionate community.
This last need is something they have
begun to fill with each other and the rest of
us at the Green House. With society,
church and state, letting them down on all
fronts the community they build may be

the only thing available to save them. The
ability of the force of community to
empower these kids to withstand the
horrors inflicted upon them and compensate for their neglect both at home and by
society at large is a tremendous and largely
untapped resource. I’m not suggesting that
all these kids need to flourish is community- they clearly need more. Rather, it is
obvious to me that without community
these children would succumb; their souls
would whither and their bodies perish.
This point returns me to the misguided
procession. The word community is formed
by the Latin words meaning “to bring
together” and “the fact of being one”. With
Communion we again have the Latin prefix
“Com” for bringing together and the
“union” is a union with God. Scripture tells
us that we won’t be saved by bread alone
because bread feeds the body but not the
soul. Likewise, we will not be saved by the
Bread alone. The power of the Bread to
save is not magic performed in solitude but
the revelation of the real presence of God
found in community: this too is Communion. The disciples did not recognize the
risen Christ until they sat and shared a meal
with him; we are no different. We will be
saved by the Broken Bread shared with the
Broken Body.
When Billy left us on Saturday the dark
sky above was again threatening; the wind
was picking up and rain was on the
horizon. As he turned the corner and
passed by the procession with the Communion under the canopy the ground
shook as heavy earth moving equipment
tore into the ground of the construction
site which was once a park. With our eyes
focused on the Blessed Bread we scarcely
noticed the Broken Body as Billy rose
above the pavement on a ridiculously
oversized bike and glided by.
Eds. Note: The needs of the children in this
story are more than we can meet. We will try to
identify services for them. In the meantime the
Green House will continue to be a safe place for
Ω
these children to play, learn, grieve and grow.Ω

In the Blink of an Eye:
How Life Turns on a Dime in the Niger Delta
Val Rossetti, M.D.
Many of you who have been to the
Catholic Worker house in the last month or
so may have met Henry, a new guest of the
household. He might tell you the convoluted, odd, but somewhat miraculous
story of how he’s come to be at 26
Clark St. in Hartford. But then again,
he’s rather shy and it might be awhile
before you’d hear the tale (or get one
of his marvelous smiles).
Last April, 2006 Henry was riding
home on the back of a motorbike
along the streets of Port Harcourt,
Nigeria after an ordinary school day.
It was a typical scene in this congested, noisy city, the oil capital of
the southern Nigerian Delta. Little
Honda motorbikes, the mainstays of
public transportation, packed the
roads, belching soot into skies already
polluted by the multiple foreign oil
refineries extracting Nigeria’s oil
wealth for their own profit. One
moment he was the healthy eldest son
of his family, the first to attend
university, with a future in banking or
local government. He had a school
sponsor, a girlfriend, a position on the city
soccer team, and a small savings account
from hours of washing cars early every
morning. The next moment, struck by a
Mercedes and thrown across the road, he
lay in the street with a badly fractured
lower leg. And EVERYTHING was suddenly
about to change. Henry suffered an open
fracture of his tibia and was taken to the
local teaching hospital, which offers
pseudo-free medical care. You can get
care, but then again, your family is
expected to pay for various supplies as well
as for XRays and you may be days away
from seeing the appropriate specialist
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(unfortunately not unlike the way our
medical system sometimes cares for its
inner city poor). Henry’s leg went unattended, lost its vascular supply, and
became gangrenous. His family had him

transferred to the MSF (Doctors Without
Borders) trauma center, which provides
free care to patients in Port Harcourt.
The southern Niger Delta has been a
locus of political insurgency in recent years
as guerilla groups such as the Militia for
the Emancipation of the Niger Delta
(MEND) seek to gain a stake of the oil
wealth for the local populace. Many live on
less than $1 a day, have a life expectancy
of under 50 years, and not much hope
amidst the ever present government
corruption, crippling poverty, and violence
which wracks the streets. MSF has begun a
surgical program there, in an attempt to
provide healthcare to victims of violence

who would otherwise do without. And
that’s where I, as the anesthesiologist on
duty, first met this young man. By that
time, Henry was lying on a stretcher with
his leg grossly swollen, dusky, and smelling
of dead tissue. There
was no hope of saving
his leg, and saving his
life was going to be a
chancy proposition if
there were any further
delay.
However, amputation in Nigeria is an
anathema. Many would
rather die with dignity
than be turned into
what society considers
an abomination.
Bodies with amputated
parts may be denied
burial and thrown
instead into the
mangrove swamps.
Otherwise able-bodied
adults wind up
beggars. As there are
few wheelchairs and no prosthetics, you see
those without legs propelling themselves
down the streets sitting on
skateboards….Henry lay in the ER for
almost 9 hours, inching closer to septicemia, until his brothers and mother agreed
to allow the amputation. We took him to
the OR at 10 pm, amputated his leg at
mid-thigh, and thought he most likely
wouldn’t survive as gas gangrene had
already spread to his groin. There was no
way to safely remove any more tissue
without a bloodbath. So his fate was up to
mega-doses of antibiotics and his own will
to survive.
Amazingly enough, Henry managed to

pull through. With few complaints, he lay in
his hospital bed, with little hope for his
future. Gone were the school sponsor and
his girlfriend. Once home, I couldn’t shake
my image of him stoically staring at the
ceiling while his mother, dressed in her
formal Nigerian attire complete with
fanciful, starched pink headdress, asked me
if I could get him a leg. Did I know
ANYTHING about prosthetics? Not really.
But one morning, perusing the Hartford
Courant, I noticed that Hanger Prosthetics
was having an open house in Wethersfield. I
went without an official appointment and
was nearly on my way out the door when Al
Maciunas, the practice manager, agreed to
give me 5 minutes. Five minutes turned
into ten or twenty when Kevin Carroll, one
of the company VP’s who happened to be
visiting, popped into the exam room. With
his Irish brogue he explained that Hanger
does international charity work and if I
could get Henry here, they could help him
with a prosthetic leg at a much reduced
cost.
Next, my good friends at the Catholic
Worker house offered to give Henry a place
to stay for the 2-3 months he’d require
once here. The Catholic Workers have
some way of making possibilities materialize out of thin air and figured they’d find a
way to host him. I thought we were home
free….WRONG. There was “THE U.S.
VISA” nightmare. Post 9/11 the US
government has, in its infinite wisdom,
turned obtaining a visa into something
resembling a “Survivor” competition. So
you’re a poor Nigerian…you still must find
a computer, get on the internet, and fill
out an electronic application. Then apply
for an interview, which is granted 1-2
months later. Then get yourself to Lagos,
kind of like driving from CT to Washington,
D.C. in 95 degree heat, 1000% humidity
with 12 other people packed like sardines
into a beat up old VW van. Then pay for
the application with a $100 US bill (no
Nigerian money and you can’t use 5
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twenties either). Then prove to the immigration officials that you WILL return to
Nigeria (kind of impossible to prove if you
don’t have land, a wife, children, or a job
to return to). Henry waited from 5 am till
3:30 pm on his crutches outside the U.S.
embassy last August only to be denied a
visa without so much as one question. He
called me from the sidewalk sobbing, just
as I was walking through Battery Park in
NYC, showing off the Statue of Liberty to
two teenagers. How ironic that our early
welcoming of immigrants has radically
altered. Months passed, and Henry’s only
wish was to have his own two legs “to carry
him to his destiny”.
It’s been a long story since then, with
quirky coincidences and the kindness of
strangers aplenty. A law firm in Washington
D.C. agreed to take Henry’s case pro
bono. With the support of the entire CT
congressional delegation, Henry was
granted a humanitarian parole to come to
CT for prosthesis. After hopping on his first
plane ride, a trans-Atlantic flight through
Paris, he arrived at JFK in shorts, a T-shirt,
and a torn flip-flop. The excitement of his
first prosthetic fitting the very next day was
damped when we learned he needed a
surgical revision of his residual limb in
order to get a good fit. But Hartford
Hospital, and vascular surgeon Mary
Windels, graciously agreed to provide his
care, and he’s
now 3 weeks
post-op.
Henry’s
looking forward to
getting his sutures
out and trying out
that leg! It may
make it easier to
chop wood and
pull weeds in the
garden! He’s
conquered his fear
of dogs to
become Reilly’s

best friend and has learned how the Irish
hoist beers and root for their soccer teams
(thanks, Brian). He and Lisa, a college
student from Chicago spending the summer
as an intern at St Martin-de-Porres, have
paired up as fellow “refugees” to support
each other in adapting to what we all know
is a strange life at 26 Clark Street. Sarah,
meanwhile, is becoming a connoisseur of
goat meat. Henry hopes to use his experience on his father’s farm in Nigeria to teach
folks a thing or two about growing vegetables. And, in the latest “coincidence”, it
turns out that Henry’s been able to make a
connection with Emanuel, the star of a
true-life story narrated by Oprah Winfrey. A
young Ghanaian with a congenitally
deformed lower limb, Emanuel rode a bike
one legged 600 miles across Ghana to
publicize the plight of amputees and the
disabled. He later received surgery and a
prosthetic leg in California, after which he’s
become not only a tri-athlete, but an
advocate across Africa.
Many thanks to all of you who have
followed Henry’s story and sent prayers,
well-wishes, clothes, money, and support
of all kinds. I feel so fortunate to have
witnessed such generosity. It’s reinforced
the reality that we are all indeed connected, and that we all share the simple
common desire to live in peace, in health,
with our friends and families.Ω

Genocide in Your Cellphone?
Louise Cox
Few of us realize we may be carrying
something in our pocket or in our home that
indirectly plays a part in one of the largest
genocides* currently on this
planet.....Coltan, a metallic ore found primarily
in the DRC ( Democratic Republic of Congo,
formerly Zaire ) is a necessary component for
cell phones, laptops,
circuit boards, computer
chips, nuclear reactors,
Play Stations, etc. In Jan
of 2000 it sold for $40
lb. 11 months later,
$380 lb.!!
This is in a country
where the preoccupation
of the average uneducated citizen is finding
enough cassava to eat for the day.
This precious ore is mined in rebel controlled
areas at the expense of national parks and the depletion
of wildlife such as lowland gorillas. Many farmers have
been forced off their own land as well.
The International Rescue Committee
reports that between August 1998 and April
2001 approx. 2.5 MILLION people have died
due to the civil war in DRC. While this number
is greater than Darfur, perhaps our govt.
wishes us to keep our thoughts away from the
DRC as cheap prices of this ore, bring down costs of
the above mentioned technology for our country.
This civil war has been fueled by the influx
of refugees from Rwanda, Sudan, Uganda and
their own wars. And this conflict has also been
fueled by a war over other mineral resources as
well (including tin, copper and diamonds).
Within the DRC there are various groups
some who support Tutsis while others are
sympathetic to Hutus. Added to this mix is:
Libya who provides arms; North Korea helps
train govt. troops; Rwanda, Uganda, and Brundi
support either Tutsis or Hutus; Angola,
Namibia and Zimbabwe support the DRC
government; Sudan supports anti- DRC forces
while Ugandan expats are working against the
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government in Uganda! Military forces of
Uganda and Burundi are also implicated in
smuggling Coltan out of DRC for sale in
Europe.
While miners leave their families and
villages they need ‘rain forest wives’ to cook,
carry water and share their bed while mining all
day. Enter Mama Doudoua lucrative prostitution
businesswoman. She
provides a woman for a
kilo of coltan ($80) –in
contrast to 20 cents a day
the general population
lives on.
This woman could
care less what ‘rich white
people’ do with Coltan.
She is making more
money than she ever though possible.
However, this in turn creates a market for
young girls and child miners and laborers. Two
million Congolese are affected with HIV/AIDS,
medical facilities and infrastructure have been
damaged due to conflict. 50 million eat less
than 2/3 of the calories they need daily. As
humanitarian conditions in the DRC deteriorates, so dos the environmental situation.
The Democratic Republic of Congo is a
complex emergency and millions are suffering.
People are destroying their very environment
they need for life.
So, the demand for high-tech products
above the Equator, causes a demand for Coltan
in the DRC. This causes fight for control over
Coltan-rich areas. Humanitarian conditions
worsen; miners and rebels must eat. Elephants,
gorillas are killed and habitats destroyed.
In the late 1990’s companies like Nokia,
Sony, Ericcson and Intel increased their
demand for coltan in the DRC, which in turn
created the demand for miners. Rwanda and
Uganda , already having ethnic and financial
ties in Coltan-rich areas, took control of these
areas, committing massive human rights abuses
in the process.

A report to the UNSC has called for a
moratorium on purchase and import of
resources from the DRC due to ongoing civil
war that has dragged in the surrounding
countries.
It is reported an alternative source of
Coltan have been found inside of extinct
volcanoes in a remote region of Greenland and
research has begun there.
Perhaps the best thing we all can do
(always including prayer- especially for the
children) is to build continued awareness with
local politicians of the on going civil war in the
Dem. Rep. of Congo and help to secure a
resolution that will help prevent the extinction
of the Mountain Gorilla. Far from least is to
always be conscious of the fact that in today’s
(global) world, every item we buy, everything
we eat is often handled and processed by
numerous and diverse hands..many of whom
belong to people with constant hunger in their
bellies, who live far away from us.. just keeping
a mindful awareness is a good beginning.
(*
(*It is also interesting how ‘political’ is the
word genocide. Our govt seems to use this
specific word in cases where attention may
actually be drawn away from larger forms of
killing that feed our economy. Not much
mention is made about what is happening in
DRC or even Iraq.)
For more info. see: http://
www.globalissues.org/Geopolitics/Africa/
Articles/TheStandardColtan.asp Ω

All I Have
I never carried a rifle on my shoulderOr pulled a trigger.
All I have is a flute’s melody
A brush to paint my dreams
A bottle of ink.
All I have is unshakeable faith and
an infinite love for my people in pain.
Tawfiq Zayyad
former mayor of Nazareth

Notes, cont.
Ginsberg is about to give birth! This
week the Hartbeat Ensemble will
premiere a play called PUEBLO that
arises from Steve’s journey to Venezuela.
It puts a human and beautiful face on
one of the latest “evil enemies” our
government would like us to hate.We
encourage you to see it!
Amazing Ammon raised $350 for
the Autism walk. Many thanks to all
our friends on the HCW email list that
responded so generously to the UNAPPROVED email he took it upon
himself to send out. I suppose we should
be grateful that our “spirit of St Francis
begging “ gene has been successfully
passed on.
The last year has been a very challenging and rewarding year for all of us.
Chris made it thru his first year of Div
school. Morliana has been granted her
green card after 6 years of stress struggle
and waiting. Brian and I have been
spending as much time as we can with
our mom’s (who are 91 and 89). When
my mom was last hospitalized she could
not attend mass at St. Brigid House so
I told her we were praying for her. She
responded: “make sure you tell everyone
to pray that I die in my sleep”. I tried to
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tell her that it just didn’t feel right to
begin mass by saying “could everyone
please pray that my mom dies in her
sleep”. She thought that was ridiculous,
and so I really have been asking people
for that(OK MICK!). Sarah has been
struggling with not feeling like she makes
much progress with editing and completing her documentary. Angela has been
working to integrate her studies of
Marshall Rosenberg’s nonviolent
communication into all of her relationships. I have been struggling to carry the
burden of being the chairperson of the
Voluntown Peace Trust on top of the
work of the Catholic Worker and the
responsibility of being mom and wife.
None of us ever seem to feel we are
getting things done. In order to feel more
focused and empowered we made a lot of
changes to our old routine. We have
focused more intentionally on the
children we love and serve (and who
serve us).We have stopped accepting
many of the clothing furniture and knick
knack donations that we used to spend
so much time sorting, storing and
distributing. We have also made a
commitment to be more intentional about
building our own life in community. For
the first time in 14 years we have been
regularly retreating and praying together
about our ministry and our inter-

personal relationships. I believe part of
this comes from never before having any
people willing to make more than a one
year commitment to the community.
There has been great suffering all
around us and as summer begins.....3
shootings in the last 4 days. Through it
all we feel ourselves blessed. We are
blessed by the community of people who
come here over and over— blessed
because we all make the conscious choice
to see God’s presence in the least among
us, and in loving them make God present
in ourselves and in the world.Ω

Notes From De Porres House
Now he is going to the pub to
watch Soccer with Sarah and
It is almost the last week of
Brian and attending Ammon’s
school here in Hartford. That
baseball games. He even bought a
thought strikes a chord of fear
ball so he could play with Reilly
and trembling thru the whole
(who enjoys chewing on the end of
Catholic Worker community. For
Henry’s crutches.) We joke that
Sarah and Jackie, it means
both Lisa and Henry have culture
gearing up for Summer Camp
shock from moving into a foreign
Ahimsa. For Angela and Brian,
country. We ask that you all keep
it means changing the house
Henry in your prayers because he
schedule to incorporate the kids
was required to have an additional
summer school, figure out from
surgery to prepare his leg for the
which house to dispense the
prosthesis and that was a painful
organic veggies from Holcomb
setback to the device being fitted.
Farm (thanks Spratlin family
We find it wonderful that Henry
and Joe Barber), and how to hold
has volunteered to take on the
down the fort during the 5 weeks
badly neglected girl’s garden.
of camp. For Chris, it means
Please keep volunteer Mike
moving back and forth between
Poirier in your prayers as well.
these 2 circles of energy, and
Mike is the guy who makes our
fitting in a lot of speaking gigs on
newsletter available online and is a
Iraq, Darfur, and racism. We
regular tutor and unofficial
Jacqueline Allen
move forward believing that the
photographer for the “GREEN
Holy Spirit will give us the energy
Lisa
will
be
here
until
the
first
week
in
HOUSE”.
A few Saturdays ago he
required to get the job done.
was shooting hoops with the kids and
The Holy Spirit was good enough to August, and we hope she can visit
summer camp and enjoy some down time broke his ankle. Though Mike was brave
send a summer helper in the person of
and popped the dislocated joint back into
Lisa Ballard. Lisa is a 3rd year student in Voluntown as well.
Our
new
friend
and
community
place himself, the bone was still broken...
from Loras College in Illinois who is
member Henry Sunday has joined us
The most amazing part for the kids was
bringing the fruits of her education
from Nigeria. Our friend Dr. Val will
that “he made the shot! ” You’re a
studies to bear on all the little darlings
be
assisting
him
in
the
process
of
getting
trooper Mike!
in the after school program. She has also
a
new
leg.
Henry
was
a
little
shy
at
first,
Our artist in residence Steve
been whipping my behind (and Reilly’s)
into shape at Keney Park every morning. but in true Catholic Worker fashion we
refused to allow him any personal space.
(See Notes P.9)

18 Clark St.
Hartford, CT 06120
(860) 724-7066

Jacqueline Allen
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